
A leading franchise chain with hundreds of barbecue restaurants nationwide offers a quality selection  
of signature meats, home style sides, tangy barbecue sauce and free kids’ meals every Sunday.  
The company relies on Centro for digital advertising strategy and execution across more than  

160 markets. Our digital expertise complements the client’s traditional advertising programs with  
campaigns that link customers’ online and in-store experience.

BANNERS TO PIXELS TO ONLINE ORDERS
The company had a small advertising staff and a long list of media already in play, including TV, video, print, 
radio and out-of-home, so when Centro introduced its expert digital team, the opportunity to ramp up fast  
was too good to pass up.

To support a big new product release, Centro recommended a mixture of targeting tactics across desktop and 
mobile channels. Three unique audience segments were defined, each with its own custom-built  
campaign strategy using demographic and contextual targeting. After analyzing audience  
behaviors, Centro proposed a desktop channel to boost site traffic, and a mobile channel  
to increase and track food orders.

The campaign kicked off with digital banner ads across desktop and mobile platforms, as 
well as a Pandora presence to complement existing radio campaigns. Next Centro urged  
the ad team pixel its website and start tracking online behavior with the specific objective  
of monitoring interest in catering. Since the client tracks sales every day, pixeling provided  
a way to see immediate results from online advertising. As the true value of digital became  
clear, soon Centro was correlating direct response efforts and online orders.

Centro’s media mix hit the spot. Not only did the client reach their audience and improve online orders, but 
Centro’s performance-driven approach also exceeded industry benchmarks. Using click-through rate to evaluate 
traffic drivers, the campaign produced a CTR twice that of the industry norm – driving more users to the client’s 
webpage and increasing awareness of their new products. The performance of the mobile channel followed 
suit – with a 32-percent lift in mobile food orders.

ABOUT CENTRO
Centro is a leading developer of digital advertising and media management software. Centro software and services make digital 

advertising easier for more than 2,000 customers. More than $400 million is processed through Centro’s software annually.  
Founded in 2001, Centro is headquartered in Chicago with 37 offices in the U.S. and Canada.  
To learn more about Centro, visit www.centro.net or email us at info@centro.net.

PROVING THE VALUE OF DIGITAL
The Centro account team brings clients industry expertise on a daily basis. For example, when the client’s advertising  
team requested insight on the latest in search, Centro provided a training webinar to educate and inform. To coincide  
with a recent TV flight schedule, Centro worked directly with video partners and publishers to run video ads that 
complemented the company’s TV campaign. And to execute and measure the success of recent grand openings, 
walk-in studies tied digital advertising to foot traffic, revealing the effectiveness of online promotions.

The client attributes the success of these and other programs to the fact that Centro works as an extension of its  
internal team, with constant open communications and shared visibility into tactics, optimization strategy, and  
working relationships across every campaign. 

The Centro team also brings another advantage – proprietary software that streamlines digital media operations 
and allows us to implement strategic plans backed by deep analytics, enabling clients to execute campaigns faster 
and more effectively.

#CentroInAction

CASE STUDY:  
BARBECUE FRANCHISE SERVES  
UP HOT DIGITAL WITH CENTRO

The BBQ chain  
continues to see 
growth in mobile  

online orders  
and when campaigns  
go live, in-restaurant  
business significantly  

increases. 


